alluvius grind & shine™ Checklists

Surface Preparation Equipment & Materials
hand held grinder

assorted attachments

mechanical crack chase

concrete cutting tools

demo saw

assorted attachments
floor grinder

assorted attachments

shot blaster

steel shot

magnetic pickup

assorted components
portable vacuum system
floor sender

suitable attachments

sanding screens if necessary

extension leads
suitable protective covering to resist accidental contact with walls,
baseboards, cabinets, windows, etc.
chisels

mallet

concrete breaker

non permanent marking snap line

measuring device

straight edge

laser level

duct tape

drop cloth

stiff bristled broom

utility knife

painters tape
dust pan

other

in-situ rh meter capable of complying to as 1884-2012 or astm f2170
icri concrete surface profile samples
infrared thermometer (surface temperature reading device)
dew point and humidity reading device
crack filling
decreaser

joint sealing material
etching solution

ph neutraliser

etc. if necessary

other
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mixing station materials, tools, equipment & setup checklist
cardboard & slip resistant protective covering taped securely to the floor
and suitable for material mixing station
mechanical mixer with suitable helical mixing blades
back up mixer & blades
surplus clean mixing and measuring containers
extension leads
spatula

scale

container opener

utility knife

clean rags

excess chemical resistant gloves

other
product safety data sheets (sds)

technical data sheets (tds)

installation guide

surface area sketch or drawing

quick reference sheet in line of sight with clearly written mixing amounts
product ratios, coverage rates and other pertinent information
excess roller covers

roller frames

roller handles

poles

brushes

trowels

other material application tools

squegees

paint trays and lining if necessary
equipment cleaning solution or solvent
spiked shoes
products staged in succession of use and clearly marked
stop watch or other time recording device
other
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cove-restm system materials
crack repair and joint filling materials if necessary
nominated grind & shinetm system primer
nominated grind & shinetm bODY COAT
nominated grind & shinetm DEFENCE-TOP-COATTM
OTHER

personal protective equipment (PPE)
nitrile gloves greater than 1

mm

thickness, complying with as 2161

suitable protective clothing complying with as 4501
suitable chemical resistant footwear complying with as/nzs 2210
for most conditions no respiratory protection should be needed; however, if
discomfort is experienced or for further protective measures, use an
approved air purifying respirator (with class a filter for organic vapours
boiling above 65oc meeting the requirements of as/nzs 1715 and as/nzs 1716
if exposed to dust or fume, face shield, chemical goggles, or safety glasses
with side shield protection (meeting the requirements of as/nzs 1337)
other
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